Object based bit allocation can result in significant improvement in the perceptual quality of relatively low bit-rate video. In this paper we describe a novel content aware video transcoding technique that can accept high-level description of video objects and extract them from incoming video stream and use it for perceptual encoding based extreme video downscaling.
INTRODUCTION
Current video transcoding techniques are based on requantization [8, 13] . However, requantization alone does seem to be enough to down scale a video to the very low bit-rate required by the current Internet. Recent research has shown that object based encoding can play an increasingly important tool for creating perceptually pleasant video at lower rates [2, 4, 9, 12] . In this research we explore perhaps perceptual object based coding concept can be incorporated into transcoding for extreme rate transformation required in splicing asymmetric segments of the Internet. Object based video encoding is an open problem. Recently adopted MPEG-4 standard now provides syntax to specify objects into video stream [ 111. Despite the standardization of the syntax, object detection remains a serious open challenge [1, 3, 5] . It is much more difficult to detect an object than to compute a wavelet or DCT co-efficient. Indeed MPEG-4 objects are currently thought to have best chance in compressing computer model generated synthetic video where objects do not need to be detected, or small format video [1, 2] where the content is in a limited domain (such as head and shoulder video). Even in these special situations object detection algorithms are generally quite computation intensive [5] . Consequently, till now these techniques have been applied mostly for first stage video encoding. Because most first stage encoding scenarios (except for live video) allow Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. MM 'OI, Sept. 30-Oct. 5, 2001 , Ottawa, Canada. Copyright 2001 ACM I-581 13-394-4/01/0009.. .$5.00 off-line processing. In this context, the transcoding scenario has several significant differences from conventional first stage encoding. First of all the original frame images are no longer explicitly available. The transcoder receives an encoded video stream. Secondly, the object detection has to be performed extremely fast at the rate of the stream. Thirdly, it already contains some refined information (such as motion vectors). Consequently, techniques for transcoding can generally be used in first stage encoding but the reverse in not always possible.
In this research we particularly describe a low computation based object tracking algorithm suitable for full motion focus region based perceptual video recompression. This novel technique accepts some logical and high-level initial description of the video objects in terms of initial position, and shape. It then automatically tracks the region covered by this object for subsequent perceptual encoding based on real-time motion analysis. We have restricted the problem that no pixel level decoding of DCT or image components is allowed to conform to the constraints of the transcoding scenario. Section 2 of this paper first describes the object detection model. Section 3 then presents the object tracking algorithm. Finally in section 4, we present performance of this system from a real MPEG-2 transcoder.
SYSTEM MODEL

Transcoder Architecture
The perceptual transcoder system accepts and produces MPEG-2 ISO- [6] video stream, and is capable of dynamically adjusting the incoming bit-rate to an outgoingpiecewise constant bit-rate (pCBR) 17,101. The control has been implemented using a double loop feedback rate control mechanism, which is similar to the MPEG-2 TM-5 algorithm. Besides the pCBR operation the system can modulate the sample density both in temporal as well as spatial dimension based on the detected objects. The detail of the rate control algorithm however is not within the scope of this paper but can be found in [7] . In this paper we particularly focus how the region of interest window required by the perceptual rate adaptation/control algorithm is tracked from the incoming stream for extreme video downscaling.
Tracking System Model
We view a frame F, as a matrix of macroblocks X&j), i and j being the column and row indices and subscript t the frames presentation sequence. The approach classifies frame macroblocks into active (A,), monitored (M,) and inactive (I,) 
2.3
Moving Object Model
The system accepts a high-level description of an object. Croup Volarility (P& a maximum of P, percent of macroblcxks from A can be removed in one frame.
For each video object one set of the above seven parameters is given. The last six of the above have been defined as thresholds and they control the set transition mles. 
INVERSE PROJECTION ALGORITHM
Predict A and M for frame t from previous frame I'
We obtain the A and M sets for frame t by shifting the A and M sets of a previous P frame t' towards tbc object's Step 3 to 5 are only performed on P frames. We consider m&j) is not following the object movement in current frame, if it has been not following in consecutively Nt P frames. We then remove it from At. But we can only remove at most Nd percent of macroblocks from A,. If more than Nd failed, the Nd percent macroblocks with largest values in following equation will be removed from A1: --
we consider m&j) follows object movement in current frame. If it has been following in consecutively N2 P frames, let m(i, j) E At. active sets 1~,,4,,4.......] , which is fed to the transcoder rate controller as video object region. The transcoder then correspondingly generates the pCBR stream with appropriate spatial distribution of bits for the specified outgoing bit-rate.
EXPERIMENTS
We use two parameters for the evaluation of the motiontracking algorithm. The first one is the object-coverage. This is the percentage of the actual visual object successfully covered by the active set. The other one is the &s-coverage. This is the percentage of the active set that do not cover the object (note these are not complement to each other). Here we share a typical result from a video shot. The initial video (and the associated motion vectors) given to the transccxler was encoded as a standard MPEG-2 stream using an off the shelf commercial encoder (Ligos 0 MPEG-2 encoder) with GOP size 12 and distance between P frames 3 and frame rate 30 frames/second. Fig-2(a)-(f) shows the tracking result for few frames (the boundary of A of each frame along with the original video picture is shown in white). Fig-2(g) shows the actual trajectory of the object on the final frame. To measure the tracking performance, we paused the video for every 10 frames, and did a direct count of the macroblocks covered by the object and compared them with the corresponding active sets. Fig-3 demonstrates the objectcoverage and the mis-coverage with the frame sequence (x-axis). As visible the object-coverage rate is typically higher than 90%, particularly when the perceptual object has translation movement. During each turn it somewhat lost the tracking but after a while it recovered. The precision of the tracking is given by near zero miscoverage. We let the algorithm run till it completely looses the track to approximate the maximum stability. The video set we tested shows (one continuous shot) stable tracking all the way for about 200-300 frames-over more than 10 typical GOPs. Finally  Fig-4 shows the perceptual encoding (with temporal sample fusion [7] ) results for a commercial movie clip sequence with high motion. Fig-4(a) and (b) shows the macroblock-wise bit distribution on the frame-plane without and with object detection activated. For both cases the total outgoing bit rate was same, but as can be seen in the right, we were able to allocated more bits in the regions of object. 
CONCLUSIONS
It seems some form of object centered perceptual encoding will be inevitable in extreme rate (down) scalability. In this paper we have described a content aware video transcoding technique that can accept high-level description of video objects and use it for perceptual encoding based extreme video downscaling. Though we have implemented the system for MPEG-2/MPEG-2 transcoding but techniques such as this can play important role in the emerging MPEG-WMPEG-2 splicing. The tracking complexity of this technique comprises only a negligible part of the overall transcoding. Computations are confined only within the preextracted motion vectors of the active and monitored sets. The results on the tracking stability tend to indicate that about every few (-5-10) seconds one Fig-4 Result of bit-analysis on content aware transccding. (a) left:macroblock-wise-average bit allocation for the entire video sequence for rate transcoding without object analysis. (b) right: the same with object analysis. The boundary area was encoded with much less bits in object analysis based transccding. embedded video object description frame might be enough tracking stability and spontaneous birth-and-death of video to support such object-based transccding. It adds about 0.5. objects. 1.0 bits/object/frame overheads to the incoming high-speed This research has been supported by the DARPA video stream, which also should have negligible impact. We
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